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Limits The Norwegian-German artist Yngve Holen (b. Braunschweig, 1982; lives and works in Berlin)
uses sculpture and imaging techniques to explore themes of transportation, technology, and the
body. The multiple series of works he made between 2010-2015 illustrate Holen's use of 3D printing,
water-cutting, tailoring, and consumer spare parts to test the material limits that define today's
industries and our everyday surroundings. Trypophobia is Holen's first monograph and includes
seven essays by writers and artists. Repeatedly alternating between satin and uncoated papers, the
book phases between serial images and text. It begins with a SWOT analysis of the artist by
Aedrhlsomrs Othryutupt Lauecehrofn that evaluates Holen's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats. Victoria Camblin discusses Holen's use of industrial objects that feature holes,
exploring the esoteric and erotic significance of the form in art history. Combining an essay with an
interview with the artist, Thom Bettridge considers our obsession with hygiene, the consumer-as-
product, and how far an idea can go before it stops working. S01E01 writes about the psychological
implications of today's industrial speed, particularly through our relationship to commercial air
travel. Outlining the problems of 'the contemporary,'...
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Simply no phrases to explain. It is definitely simplistic but shocks from the fifty percent from the pdf. You may like the way the blogger write this ebook.
-- Antonetta  Tr em bla y-- Antonetta  Tr em bla y

Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD
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